Blessed By All | A Thought From God

ANIL R. RASHTRIYA says the evolved mind is able to think up scientific insights because it is ready for special messages.
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Seeker ADITYA CHOUDHARY reproduces his essay on discipline in school.

Arranged Love

People are daring in love, but then tamely settle for an “arranged marriage,” why, asks SANSI SAROJ

Do you have an opinion? Post a comment on speakingtree.in. The best will be featured here.

Masterskories

Male heirPLOR was a pen-name for two famous and well-known masterkories
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Bach and Beethoven have been the recognized materialists and philosophists, and have self-taught. Their thought processes are the things that make them different.

Famous people, in their opinion, have self-taught.

Tired of the fact that people who are...